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Abstract We consider a variant of the multi-armed bandit model, which we call scratch
games, where the sequences of rewards are finite and drawn in advance with unknown start-
ing dates. This new problem is motivated by online advertising applications where the num-
ber of ad displays is fixed according to a contract between the advertiser and the publisher,
and where a new ad may appear at any time. The drawn-in-advance assumption is natural
for the adversarial approach where an oblivious adversary is supposed to choose the reward
sequences in advance. For the stochastic setting, it is functionally equivalent to an urn where
draws are performed without replacement. The non-replacement assumption is suited to the
sequential design of non-reproducible experiments, which is often the case in real world.
By adapting the standard multi-armed bandit algorithms to take advantage of this setting,
we propose three new algorithms: the first one is designed for adversarial rewards; the sec-
ond one assumes a stochastic urn model; and the last one is based on a Bayesian approach.
For the adversarial and stochastic approaches, we provide upper bounds of the regret which
compare favorably with the ones of EXP3 and UCB1. We also confirm experimentally that
these algorithms compare favorably with EXP3, UCB1 and Thompson Sampling by simu-
lation with synthetic models and ad-serving data.
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1 Introduction

In its most basic formulation, the multi-armed bandit problem can be stated as follows: there
are K arms, each having an unknown, and infinite sequence of bounded rewards. At each
step, a player chooses an arm and receives a reward issued from the corresponding sequence
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